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(57) ABSTRACT 

A rotatable connector includes a stator having an outer cylin 
drical portion; a rotor having an inner cylindrical portion and 
rotatably supported by the stator; three or more flat cables 
received in an annular space defined between the outer cylin 
drical portion and the inner cylindrical portion, the winding 
direction of each flat cable being halfway reversed, and oppo 
site ends of each flat cable being fixed to the stator and the 
rotor, respectively; and a holder rotatably disposed in the 
annular space and having three or more openings through 
which the reversed portions of the flat cables pass. A width in 
the circumferential direction of a first opening is set Smaller 
than a width in the circumferential direction of a second 
opening different from the first opening, and a bending 
strength of the flat cable passing through the first opening is 
set greater than that of the other flat cables. 

5 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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ROTATABLE CONNECTOR 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the priority of priority under 35 
U.S.C. S 119 to Japanese Patent Application No. 2006 
193090, filed on Jul. 13, 2006, which is hereby incorporated 
by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

1. Field of the Disclosure 
The present disclosure relates to a rotatable connector that 

is incorporated in an automobile steering system for electrical 
connection of an airbag system. More particularly, the disclo 
sure relates to a rotatable connector in which three or more flat 
cables are received in an annular space defined between a 
stator member (hereinafter “stator”) and a rotor member 
(hereinafter “rotor”) in a state that the winding direction of 
each flat cable is reversed via a reversed portion. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
In a conventional rotatable connector, a rotor having an 

inner cylindrical portion is rotatably supported by a stator 
having an outer cylindrical portion. In the rotatable connec 
tor, flat cables are wound and received in an annular space 
between the outer cylindrical portion and the inner cylindrical 
portion. The rotatable connector is used as means for provid 
ing electrical connection to an airbag system, an inflator, or 
the like that are built in a steering wheel having a limited 
number of rotations, which is incorporated in an automobile 
steering system. The flat cables are made of a band-shaped 
member having a conductor contained in an insulating film. 
Two types of rotatable connectors are known. One is wound 
in a spiral form and the other is wound in a halfway reversed 
form. The reversed type rotatable connecter, can be made 
substantially shorter than the spiral form type. Therefore, the 
reversed type rotatable connector is widespread. The reversed 
type rotatable connector normally has one flat cable. 
Recently, a rotatable connector has been proposed in which a 
conductor is divided into several pieces corresponding to two 
or more flat cables in order to cope with a trend toward a 
multi-circuit configuration. Such a rotatable connector is dis 
closed in JP-A-10-116672, for example. 

FIG. 4 is a top plan view of a known rotatable connector 
disclosed in JP-A-10-116672. The rotatable connector 
includes a stator 100 having an outer cylindrical portion 100a. 
a rotor 101 having an inner cylindrical portion 101a and that 
is rotatably supported at the central position of the stator 100. 
A ring-shaped holder 103 is rotatably disposed in an annular 
space 102 between the outer cylindrical portion 100a and the 
inner cylindrical portion 101a, and first and second flat cables 
104 and 105 received in the annular space 102 such that a 
winding direction of each cable is halfway reversed. In the 
holder 103, a pair of stationary tubes 106 is erected, a plurality 
of rollers 107 are rotatably supported, and the stationary tubes 
106 are opposed to each other across the holder 103 while 
maintaining a predetermined gap with respect to one of the 
rollers 107 in the circumferential direction. A first opening 
108 is defined in a gap between one of the stationary tubes 106 
and the roller 107 opposite the one stationary tube 106. A 
second opening 109 is defined in a gap between the other 
stationary tube 106 and the roller 107 opposite the other 
stationary tube 106. A width in the circumferential direction 
of the first opening 108 is set smaller than a width in the 
circumferential direction of the second opening 109. 
The first flat cable 104 and the second flat cable 105 are 

made of a band-shaped member having a plurality of conduc 
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2 
tors contained in an insulating film such as polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) or other polyester films. In the drawing, 
the first flat cable 104 is shaded with black and the second flat 
cable 105 is unshaded, for convenience. The outer end of each 
of the flat cables 104 and 105 is connected to a stationary joint 
110 provided in the outer cylindrical portion 100a and is 
electrically led out from the stator 100 to the outside through 
the stationary joint 110. In addition, the inner end of each of 
the flat cables 104 and 105 is connected to a movable joint 111 
and is electrically led out from the rotor 101 to the outside 
through the movable joint 111. 

In a state in which the first flat cable 104 is disposed on the 
outer side, the flat cables 104 and 105 are wound around an 
inner peripheral wall of the outer cylindrical portion 100a in 
a counterclockwise direction from the stationary joint 110. 
Then, the flat cables 104 and 105 are branched off. Specifi 
cally, the first flat cable 104 passes through the first opening 
108 with a small width, and is reversely wound in a U shape 
around one of the rollers 107 (this portion of the flat cable will 
be referred to as reversed portion 104a). Meanwhile, the 
second flat cable 105 passes through the second opening 109 
with a large width, and is reversely woundina Ushape around 
another roller 107 (this portion of the flat cable will be 
referred to as reversed portion 105a). Then, the first and 
second flat cables 104 and 105 are wound around an outer 
peripheral wall of the inner cylindrical portion 101a in a 
clockwise direction such that the second flat cable 105 is 
disposed on the outer side. Then, the flat cables 104 and 105 
are led to the movable joint 111 and are received in the annular 
space 102. 

In the rotatable connector having such a configuration, 
when the rotor 101 rotates in a counterclockwise direction 
from a neutral position (direction of arrow A), the reversed 
portions 104a and 105a of the first and second flat cables 104 
and 105 move in the arrow A direction by an amount smaller 
than the rotation amount of the rotor 101. Then, the holder 
103 also moves in the arrow A direction accompanied by the 
movement of the reversed portions 104a and 105.a. As a 
result, the flat cables 104 and 105 are led out from the outer 
peripheral wall of the inner cylindrical portion 100a by an 
amount approximately twice as long as the movement of the 
reversed portions. Then, the flat cables are wound around the 
inner peripheral wall of the outer peripheral portion 101a. In 
this case, the reversed portion 105a of the second flat cable 
105 having a large-diameter winding portion moves faster 
than the reversed portion 104a of the first flat cable 104 
having a small-diameter winding portion. As mentioned 
above, however, since the width of the first opening 108 is 
smaller than that of the second opening 109, the reversed 
portions 104a and 105a press the stationary tube 106 facing 
each of the openings 108 and 109, and the holder 103 receives 
the pressing force from the reversed portions 104a and 105.a. 
Accordingly, the holder 103 rotates in the annular space 102 
in the arrow A direction. 
To the contrary, when the rotor 101 rotates in a clockwise 

direction from the neutral position (arrow B direction), the 
reversed portions 104a and 105a of the flat cables 104 and 105 
move in the arrow B direction by an amount smaller than the 
rotation amount of the rotor 101. The holder 103 also moves 
in the arrow B direction accompanied by the movement of the 
reversed portions 104a and 105.a. As a result, the flat cables 
104 and 105 are led from the inner peripheral wall of the outer 
cylindrical portion 100a by an amount approximately twice 
as long as the amount of the movement of the reversed por 
tions 104a and 105.a. Then, the flat cables are wound around 
the outer peripheral wall of the inner cylindrical portion 101a. 
In this case, the reversed portion 105a of the second flat cable 
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105 having a large-diameter winding portion moves faster 
than the reversed portion 104a of the first flat cable 104 
having a small-diameter winding portion. However, since the 
width of the first opening 108 is set smaller than that of the 
second opening 109, the reversed portions 104a and 105a 
attract the roller 107 facing each of the openings 108 and 109, 
and the holder 103 receives the attracting force from the 
reversed portions 104a and 105.a. Accordingly, the holder 103 
rotates in the annular space 102 in the arrow B direction. 

In the known rotational connector described above, when 
the rotor 101 rotates in the arrow A direction and the flat 
cables 104 and 105 are wound around the inner peripheral 
side wall of the outer cylindrical portion 10a, an output force 
is continuously generated in the arrow F direction in FIG. 5 at 
a contact portion with the roller 107 of the first flat cable 104 
passing through the first opening 108. Among the compo 
nents of the output force F indicated by the arrow FX and the 
arrow Fy, the force component in the arrow FX direction 
serves as a pressing force that allows the holder 103 to rotate. 
Meanwhile, the force component in the arrow Fy direction 
serves as a force that allows the reversed portion 104a of the 
first flat cable 104 to be pressed toward the outer cylindrical 
portion 100a side. Although the detailed descriptions thereof 
are omitted, the same statements are applicable to the case of 
the second flat cable 105 passing through the second opening 
109. In addition, when the normal rewinding operation is 
performed, the component in the arrow FX direction is greater 
than the force component in the arrow Fy direction. Accord 
ingly, when the reversed portion 104a of the first flat cable 
104 passes through the first opening 108, the reversed portion 
104a presses the stationary tube 106 in a rotation direction 
(the arrow A direction). Similarly, when the reversed portion 
105a of the second flat cable 105 passes the second opening 
109, the reversed portion 105a presses the stationary tube 106 
in a rotation direction. Accordingly, the holder 103 receives 
the pressing force from the reversed portions 104a and 105a 
and rotates Smoothly in the arrow A direction. 

However, in the known rotatable connector, it is difficult to 
set the respective widths of the openings so that the stationary 
tube facing the respective openings is pressed by the reversed 
portions when three or more flat cables rotate in a counter 
clockwise direction while reversing the winding directions at 
three or more openings. When the rotor rotates in a clockwise 
direction, it is difficult to set the respective widths of the 
openings so that the reversed portions of the respective flat 
cables attract the roller facing the respective openings. In 
addition, depending on the respective settings on the widths 
of the openings, driving forces applied to the holder from the 
reversed portion of the respective flat cables may be interfere 
with each other. Accordingly, it is difficult to perform the 
Smooth winding operation and rewinding operation. 

Accordingly, when the widths of the openings are set Such 
that the holder is only driven by the reversed portion of the flat 
cable passing through the Small-width opening, an excessive 
amount of stress is applied to the reversed portion of the flat 
cable passing through the Small-width opening. In the Small 
width opening, a frictional resistance may increase exces 
sively between the flat cable and the roller. Accordingly, the 
force component in the arrow FX direction shown in FIG. 5 is 
lowered by the frictional resistance. As a result, the force 
component in the arrow Fy direction may be increased greater 
than the force component in the arrow FX direction. Conse 
quently, the movement of the reversed portion of the flat cable 
in the arrow A direction may be interrupted in the small-width 
passage. Thus the holder can not be driven Smoothly. In the 
Small-width passage in which the rotational movement of the 
reversed portion of the flat cable is interrupted, the reversed 
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4 
portion is forcibly inserted into a space of the opening. As a 
result, the flat cable is complexly bent, curved or buckled, or 
the conductor carried in an insulating film of the flat cable 
may be broken. Specifically, when an environment tempera 
ture increases to a high temperature, such a problem may 
occur frequently. 

SUMMARY 

The present disclosure solves the above-mentioned prob 
lems. An object of the disclosure is to provide a rotatable 
connector capable of realizing a smooth winding and rewind 
ing operation even with three or more flat cables. 

According to an aspect of the disclosure, a rotatable con 
nector includes a stator having an outer cylindrical portion; a 
rotor having an inner cylindrical portion and rotatably Sup 
ported by the stator; three or more flat cables received in an 
annular space defined between the outer cylindrical portion 
and the inner cylindrical portion, a winding direction of each 
flat cable being halfway reversed, and both ends of each flat 
cable being fixed to the stator and the rotor, respectively; and 
a holder rotatably disposed in the annular space and having 
three or more openings through which the reversed portions 
of the flat cables individually passes. A width in the circum 
ferential direction of a first opening among the three or more 
openings is set Smaller than a width in the circumferential 
direction of a second opening that is different from the first 
opening. The holder rotates in response to a pressing force 
applied from the flat cable passing through the first opening, 
and a bending strength of the flat cable passing through the 
first opening is set greater than those of the other flat cables 
passing through the openings other than the first opening. 
Abending strength of the cable is set greater than that of the 

flat cable passing through the second opening. With Such a 
configuration, it is possible that the flat cable passing through 
the first opening is prevented from buckling so that the holder 
is Smoothly operated. Accordingly, even when three or more 
flat cables are used, it is possible to create a rotatable connec 
tor capable of realizing a smooth winding and rewinding 
operation. In addition, the rotatable connector may be 
securely used in high-temperature environments. 
With such a configuration, an insulation film of the flat 

cable passing through the first opening can be made of a 
material in which it is difficult to prevent it from buckling 
more than that of the flat cables passing through the second 
opening. However, when all the flat cables are formed of the 
same materials and a thickness of a flat cable passing through 
the first opening is set greater than those of the flat cables 
passing through the second opening, it is possible to make 
uniform a frictional resistance between the respective flat 
cables. 

In the rotatable connector, when the widths in the circum 
ferential direction of the second opening are set greater than 
the width in the circumferential direction of the first opening 
by 4.5 times or more, a force applied to the holder from the 
reversed portion of three or more flat cables is not interposed 
to each other. With such a configuration, it is possible to create 
a rotatable connector capable of realizing a smooth winding 
and rewinding operation. 
The rotatable connector of the disclosure includes a flat 

cable which passes through the first opening and applies a 
pressing force to the holder in a rotatable direction among 
three or more flat cables, and a bending strength of the flat 
cable is set greater than that of the flat cables passing through 
the other openings. With Such a configuration, it is possible to 
prevent the flat cable from buckling and operate smoothly the 
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holder. In addition, the rotatable connector may be securely 
used in high-temperature environments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The above and other features and advantages of the present 
disclosure will become more apparent by describing in detail 
exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the 
attached drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is a transverse cross sectional view illustrating a 
rotatable connector according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 2 is alongitudinal sectional view illustrating the rotat 
able connector according to the embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is an explanation view illustrating a length relation 
ship between a flat cable and an opening of a holder provided 
in the rotatable connector according to the embodiment. 

FIG. 4 is a plan view illustrating the rotatable connector 
according to the prior art. 

FIG. 5 is an explanation view illustrating a problem of a 
rotatable connector as proposed in the prior art. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Embodiments of the disclosure will be described with ref 
erence to the attached drawings. FIG. 1 is a transverse cross 
sectional view illustrating a rotation connector according to 
an embodiment. FIG. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view illus 
trating the rotation connector. FIG. 3 is an explanation view 
illustrating a length relationship between a flat cable and an 
opening of a holder, which is provided in the rotation connec 
tOr. 

A rotatable connector of the present embodiment includes 
a stator 1, a rotor 2 rotatably connected to the stator 1, flat 
cables 3, 4 connected between the stator 1 and the rotor 2, a 
holder 5 made of a synthetic resin, which is disposed in the 
inside of the stator 1 and the rotor 2. 
The stator 1 is a fixed side provided in a steering column 

and includes a lower plate 1a of a synthetic resin and an outer 
cylindrical portion 1b which is an outer cylindrical portion. In 
the center of the lowerplate 1a, a centerhole 1c is formed, the 
outer cylindrical portion 1b is integrally formed in an outer 
peripheral edge of the lower plate 1a. In addition, in an outer 
peripheral surface of the outer cylindrical 1b, an extension 
portion1d protruding from the outer edge is integrally formed 
and a stationary side joint 6 is provided in the inside of the 
extension portion 1d. 
The rotor 2 is a movable and is integrally formed of a top 

plate portion 2a and an outer cylindrical portion 2b with a 
synthetic resin. The top plate 2a is formed of a ring shape so 
as to face the lower plate 1a and the inner cylindrical portion 
2b droops front the center of the top plate 2a. The inner 
cylindrical portion 2b is of a length capable of being inserted 
into a steering shaft. A pair of movable joint 7 is provided in 
the inside of the inner cylindrical portion 2b. In addition, by 
inserting the center hole 1c of the lower portion of the inner 
cylindrical portion 2b, the rotor 2 is rotatably connected to the 
stator 1. With Such a configuration, an annular space 8 having 
a ring shape is defined by the lower plate 1a of the stator 1, the 
top plate 2a of the rotor 2 of the outer cylindrical portion 1b. 
and by the inner cylindrical portion 2b. 

Each of the flat cables 3, 4 is a band-shaped member in 
which a conductor is contained in an insulating film made of 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). The respective flat cables 3 
and 4 are stored in an opposite direction in the annular space 
8 through the U-shaped reversed portions 3a and 4a. How 
ever, a thickness t1 of the flat cable 3 is set approximately two 
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6 
times thicker than a thickness t2 of the flat cables 4 (for 
example of the embodiment, t1=0.22 mm, t2=0.11 mm). With 
Such a configuration, a bending strength of the flat cable 3 (an 
elastic limit) is set sufficiently greater than those of the flat 
cables 4. The outer end portion of the respective cables 3 and 
4 are connected to the stationary side joint 6 and are electri 
cally connected to the outside of the stator 1 through the 
stationary side joint 6. In addition, an inner end portion of the 
respective flat cables 3 and 4 are divided into a pair of the 
movable joints 7 and are connected electrically to the outside 
of the rotor 2 through the movable joint 7. 
The holder 5 includes an annular housing plate 5a mounted 

on the lower plate 1a of the stator 1, a plurality of guide walls 
5b provided on the annular housing plate 5a, and a plurality of 
spindles 5c. In the respective spindles 5c., a roller9 is rotatably 
supported. One of a plurality of rollers 9 faces the guide wall 
5b through the first opening 10 and the reversed portion 3a of 
the flat cable 3 is disposed in the inside of the first opening 10. 
In addition, the other three rollers 9 are each opposite to the 
guide wall 5b through the second opening 11. The respective 
reversed portions 4a of three flat cables 4 are also disposed in 
the second opening 11. Herein, when a width w1 of a circum 
ferential direction of the first opening 10 is set to a width w2 
of a circumferential direction of the second opening 11, w1 is 
set sufficiently smaller than w2 (in one exemplary embodi 
ment, wil=2 mm, w2=11 mm). With such a configuration, 
when the rotor 2 rotates in the arrow A direction (FIG.1), only 
the reversed portion 3a of the flat cable 3 presses the guide 
wall 5b in the rotatable direction. 

In the embodiment, the width w2 of the second opening 11 
is set to be 5.5 times than the width w1 of the first opening 10. 
However, the width w2 may be set to be 4.5 times or greater 
than the width w1 for best results, but may be set to be less 
than 4.5 times the width w1. Accordingly, when the rotor 2 
rotates in a counterclockwise direction, the reversed portion 
3a of the flat cable 3 passing through the first opening 10 
presses the guide wall 5b so as to operate the holder 5. How 
ever, a part of the reversed portion 4a of the flat cable 4 comes 
in contact with the roller9 facing the second opening 11 and 
the reversed portion 3a of the flat cable 3 operates in a direc 
tion opposite to an operation direction of the holder 5. 
Accordingly, the rotation of the holder 5 may not be smoothly 
performed. In addition, when the rotor 2 rotes in a clockwise 
direction, the reversed portion 3a of the flat cable 3 passing 
through the first opening 10 is pulled so as to move the holder 
5. However, a part of the reversed portion 4a of the flat cable 
4 comes in contact with the guide wall 5b and the reversed 
portion 3a of the flat cable 3 moves in a direction opposite to 
an operation direction of the holder 5. Accordingly, the rota 
tion of the holder 5 may not be smoothly performed. 

In the rotatable connector as described above, the stator 1 is 
installed within a steering column, the rotatable connector is 
mounted in a steering device of an automobile Such that the 
rotor 2 is connected to a handle (not shown). The rotatable 
connector is used as electrical connecting means of an airbag 
inflator or a horn circuit mounted on the steering wheel of the 
automobile. When a driver handles the steering wheel in a 
clockwise direction or a counterclockwise direction, the rota 
tion force is delivered to the rotor 2. Accordingly, the rotor 2 
rotates in the clockwise direction or the counterclockwise 
direction. 

For example, when the rotor 2 rotates in the counterclock 
wise direction (arrow A in FIG. 1) from the neutral position, 
the reversed portions 3a and 4a of all the fiat cables 3 and 4 
move in the arrow A direction by a smaller amount of rotation 
than the rotor 2. The holder 5 moves in the arrow A direction 
following the reversed portions 3a and 4a. At this time, the 
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reversed portion 3a of the flat cable 3 passing through the first 
opening 10 comes in contact with the guidewall 5b. However, 
the respective portions 4a of the three flat cables 4 passing 
through the second opening 11 do not come in contact with 
the guide walls 5b. Accordingly, the holder 5 receives the 
pressing force from the reversed portion 3a of the flat cable 3 
So as to rotate in the annular space 8 in the arrow A direction. 
As a result, the flat cables 3 and 4 are fed out approximately 
twice as long as the counterclockwise movement from the 
outer peripheral wall of the inner cylindrical portion 2b, being 
wound on the inner peripheral wall side of the outer periph 
eral portion 1b. 

Conversely to the above-described, when the rotor 2 turns 
clockwise from the neutral position (arrow B in FIG. 1), the 
reversed portions 3a and 4a of the flat cables 3 and 4 move in 
the arrow B direction by a smaller amount of rotation than the 
rotor 2, and accordingly, the holder 5 follows the movement 
of the reversed portions 3a and 4a, and moves in the arrow B 
direction. In this case, the reversed portions 3a and 4a are 
looped to the roller 9 so as to be wound around the outer 
peripheral wall of the inner cylindrical portion 2b. The holder 
5 receives a force only from the reversed portion 3a and 
moves in the annular space 8 in the arrow B direction. Con 
sequently, the flat cables 3 and 4 are fed out about twice as 
long as the amount of movement of the reversed portions 3a 
and 4a from the inner peripheral wall side of the outer cylin 
drical portion 1b, being wound around the outer peripheral 
wall of the inner cylindrical portion 2b. 

In the rotatable connector according to the embodiment, a 
flat cable 3 passing through the first opening 10 comes in 
contact with the guide wall 5b or the roller 9 so as to apply the 
pressing force in the rotatable direction to the holder 5 as the 
flat cable 3. However, the other three large-width flat cables 
that pass through the second opening 11 do not come in 
contact with the guide wall 5b. Since the flat cable 3 is made 
of the same material as the flat cable 4 and has a thickness of 
two times that of the flat cable 4, a flat cable 3 has a greater 
bending strength (an elastic limit) than that of the flat cables 
4. Accordingly, as a frictional force between the flat cable 3 
and the roller9 increases and a force that pushes the reversed 
portion3a toward the inner peripheral wall of the outer cylin 
drical portion 1b is more than a pressing force to the traveling 
direction of the reversed portion3a when the rotor 2 rotates in 
the arrow A direction; and, as the flat cables 3 and 4 are wound 
around the inner peripheral wall of the outer cylindrical por 
tion 1b, it is possible to prevent the flat cable 3 from buckling 
and the holder 5 moves smoothly in the rotatable direction. In 
this case, the reversed portion 4a of the flat cable 4 passes 
through the second opening 11 by the rotation of the holder 5 
so as to be surely wound around the inner peripheral wall side 
of the outer cylindrical portion 1b. With such a configuration, 
even when four flat cables 3 and 4 are used, it is possible to 
realize Smooth winding and rewinding operation. In addition, 
the rotatable connector may be securely used under a high 
temperature environment. 
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In addition, the disclosure may be applied to a rotatable 

connector by using one flat cable passing through the first 
opening and two flat cables passing through the second open 
ings, respectively. 
The terms and descriptions used herein are set forth by way 

of illustration only and are not meant as limitations. Those 
skilled in the art will recognize that many variations can be 
made to the details of the above-described embodiments 
without departing from the underlying principles of the 
invention. The scope of the invention should therefore be 
determined only by the following claims (and their equiva 
lents) in which all terms are to be understood in their broadest 
reasonable sense unless otherwise indicated. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A rotatable connector comprising: 
a stator having an outer cylindrical portion; 
a rotor having an inner cylindrical portion and rotatably 

Supported by the stator; 
three or more flat cables received in an annular space 

defined between the outer cylindrical portion and the 
inner cylindrical portion, a winding direction of each flat 
cable being halfway reversed, and opposite ends of each 
flat cable being fixed to the stator and the rotor, respec 
tively; and 

a holder rotatably disposed in the annular space and having 
three or more openings through which the reversed por 
tions of the flat cables pass, 

wherein a width in the circumferential direction of a first 
opening among the three or more openings is set Smaller 
thana width in the circumferential direction of a second 
opening different from the first opening, and a bending 
strength of the flat cable passing through the first open 
ing is set greater than that of the other flat cables passing 
through the openings other than the first opening. 

2. The rotatable connection according to claim 1, wherein 
the holder rotates in response to a pressing force applied from 
the flat cable passing through the first opening. 

3. The rotatable connector according to claim 2, wherein 
the width in the circumferential direction of the second open 
ing is at least 4.5 times greater than the width in the circum 
ferential direction of the first opening. 

4. The rotatable connector according to claim 2, wherein 
the flat cables are made of a band-shaped member having a 
conductor contained in an insulating film made of the same 
material, and wherein a thickness of the flat cable passing 
through the first opening is set greater than that of the other 
flat cables passing through the opening other than the first 
opening. 

5. The rotatable connector according to claim 3, wherein 
the width in the circumferential direction of the second open 
ing is at least 4.5 times greater than the width in the circum 
ferential direction of the first opening. 

k k k k k 


